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Fast-Track your Zero Trust Cybersecurity

With escalating cybersecurity incidents by increasingly 
sophisticated threat actors, organizations find themselves 
more at risk in the current IT environment. ON2IT and 
Palo Alto Networks have partnered to bring a consumable 
and affordable way to easily deploy and scale Zero Trust—
Zero Trust as a Service (ZTaaS). The joint offering helps 
organizations:
• Stop data breaches and advanced attacks with a preven-

tion-focused approach.
• Acquire modern SOC capabilities if there are no existing 

or limited internal SecOps capabilities.
• Operationalize Zero Trust using an advanced platform 

purpose-built for managing Zero Trust environments.

ON2IT and Palo Alto 
Networks—24/7 XMDR 
Capabilities
The ZTaaS capability provided by ON2IT and Palo Alto Net-
works brings together leading cybersecurity technologies 
and expertise to create the market’s most advanced SOC 
technologies.
• Cortex® XDR™ is the industry’s first extended detection 

and response platform that natively integrates network, 
endpoint, cloud, and third-party data to stop sophisticated 
attacks. Cortex XDR has been designed to help organiza-
tions secure their digital assets and users while simplifying 
operations. Using behavioral analytics, it identifies un-
known and highly evasive threats targeting your network. 
Machine learning and AI models uncover threats from 
any source, including managed and unmanaged devices. 
In addition to Cortex XDR, ON2IT also supports the entire 
Palo Alto Networks product portfolio, including Strata™ 
and Prisma®.

• ON2IT AUXO delivers a highly automated, preven-
tion-oriented managed cybersecurity platform that is 
tightly integrated with the Palo Alto Networks portfolio. 
Designed with the creator Zero Trust, AUXO combines 
world-class Zero Trust expertise, technologies, design, 
and implementation services into our managed security 
operations centers, enabling prevention unavailable in 
traditional security operations centers. For the first time, 
organizations will document and operationalize their 
Zero Trust strategy, within the Auxo platform, using the 
Zero Trust 5-Step Methodology.

Making Zero Trust a Reality
• Scalable Zero Trust for the SOC: The joint ON2IT and Palo 

Alto Networks XMDR approach scales with you as your 
organization grows. Traditional approaches consistent-
ly require the addition of security analysts, technology, 
and operational process to stay ahead of new risks. Our 
XMDR partnership simply requires your latest employee 
count, and the services expand to keep risk in check—all 
handled for you.

Zero Trust as a Service

Benefits
• Reduce response times and improve security 

outcomes. Leverage a team of dedicated experts 
monitoring your environment and investigating 
threats.

• Boost your security maturity. Gain a proactive 
SOC with 24/7 coverage, covering everything 
from alert management to incident response.

• Go beyond managed EDR. Receive complete cov-
erage across network, endpoint, and cloud data.

• Make impactful security investments. Free up 
investments with a predictable opex model, 
while strengthening your security posture so you 
can refocus your resources on strategic initia-
tives.

• Benefit from in-depth security experience. 
Access forensic expertise for threat hunting.

• Operationalize your Zero Trust strategy. The 
AUXO platform enables the execution of the 
Zero Trust five-step methodology and demon-
strates to leadership continuous improvement 
and maturity of your zero trust posture via a Zero 
Trust maturity score.

https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/zero-trust-5-step-methodology
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• Best-in-class XDR technology backed by Zero Trust 
expertise: Palo Alto Networks provided the highest rated 
combination of protection and visibility in the most 
recent MITRE ATT&CK® evaluation while ON2IT delivers 
industry-leading detection and response services. This 
partnership of best-in-class technologies coupled with 
industry-leading security services ensures customers 
deploy Zero Trust across all threat vectors and not just 
endpoints.

Capabilities
• Zero Trust design is integrated into the service.
• 24/7 year-round coverage by highly skilled cybersecurity 

analysts who not only investigate cyber attacks, but also 
analyze risks and mitigate and remediate threats before 
any damage is done.

• Alert detection and triage to reduce detection times by 
combining AI-powered analytics from Cortex XDR with 
world-class threat hunting and analysis from ON2IT.

• Fast investigation and response with dedicated and 
experienced analysts in order to stop attacks before the 
damage is done.

• Security enrichment by gathering and maintaining global 
intelligence to aid detection and investigation.

• Threat hunting with dedicated, proactive threat hunters.

About ON2IT
ON2IT is a global pure-play managed cybersecurity services 
provider and Zero Trust Innovator, offering the industry’s 
only Zero Trust as a Service. Our world class Security Oper-

ations Centers deliver a unique prevention-based approach 
within the Zero trust framework, providing customers with 
the capability to operationalize their Zero Trust strategy. 
Our comprehensive 24x7 SOC-as-a-Service is powered 
by ON2IT’s proprietary Zero Trust Security Automation & 
Orchestration Auxo platform and coupled with a team of 
seasoned Cybersecurity Analysts, committed to safeguarding 
our clients’ assets.
ON2IT’s profound expertise in partnering with Palo Alto 
Networks is a result of investing in developing deep technical 
strength in Palo Alto Networks solutions, including certifi-
cations across the breadth of the portfolio. This expertise en-
ables us to maintain our relentless focus on event detection 
and response, breach prevention preventing and strengthen-
ing the security postures of clients of all sizes and industries.

About Palo Alto Networks
Palo Alto Networks, the global cybersecurity leader, is shap-
ing the cloud-centric future with technology that is trans-
forming the way people and organizations operate. Our mis-
sion is to be the cybersecurity partner of choice, protecting 
our digital way of life. We help address the world’s greatest 
security challenges with continuous innovation that seizes 
the latest breakthroughs in artificial intelligence, analytics, 
automation, and orchestration. By delivering an integrated 
platform and empowering a growing ecosystem of partners, 
we are at the forefront of protecting tens of thousands of 
organizations across clouds, networks, and mobile devices. 
Our vision is a world where each day is safer and more secure 
than the one before. For more information, visit 
www.paloaltonetworks.com.
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